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Unit 6 Overview 
Heredity, Structure and Function 
As you learned in the previous unit, everything in the universe is constantly changing. Living creatures and communities are no exception to this rule. But living beings have a way of dealing with constant change: adaptation. As environments change, creatures change their behavior and the very structure of their cells in order to be able to survive change. 
During this week's unit, you will learn about how adaptations and changes alter the face of the world. What is more, you will see how humans not only adapt to change, but they also cause more than their fair share of change to the environments of other living creatures on the planet. The end result of all of this change is what science describes as evolution.
Unit Outcomes 
	Explain how human activity has forced other creatures to adapt 

Interpret how pressures might affect natural selection in a system 
Discuss how heredity of traits affects adaptation 
Assess the human characteristics of good scientists 
Course Outcomes practiced in this unit 
SC300-1: Explain basic scientific principles and their limitations
SC300-3: Evaluate how technology has driven scientific progress throughout history 
	
Read Chapter 19 and Chapter 25 
In course text, The Sciences: An Integrated Approach 
	Review Key Terms 
See the Readings Page 
	Watch the Video 
On the Reading Page 
	Respond to Unit 6 Discussion Questions 
On the Discussion Page 
35 Points 
	Attend the Weekly Seminar 
Log in from the Students' Homepage 
	Submit the Unit Assignment 
150 Points 
	Check out Extra! Extra! 
For additional Resources 


Chapter 19 and Chapter 25 in The Sciences: An Integrated Approach 
This week’s reading assignment will touch on one of science’s most important theories - evolution, and the structure and function of the natural world around us that we share with other living creatures. 

Seminar 
As living things on the planet have changed over millions of years, they have adapted to their particular environments. Most features of any living thing have evolved over time to help that being survive. For example, cactus plants have evolved their thick, water-trapping cell structure to help them survive months in the desert without rain. Similarly, different species of birds have evolved different beak shapes that are well-suited to the particular kind of food they eat. This process can be very slow, taking thousands of years for a creature to acquire a new, helpful (adaptive) characteristic. As creatures with the new characteristic are more successful at (1) surviving and (2) finding mates, they undergo natural selection, and the adaptive traits become more and more common. 
Before you come to seminar, review the following study module on evolution: Biology Basics: Evolution 
http://www.wiley.com/college/test/0471787159/biology_basics/animations/evolution.html 
For this seminar, you will simulate an example of natural selection with the words you use. When your instructor announces "START," you should have a chat about the weather in your area. The only hitch is that you may not use the letter 'e' in anything that you type. Any words that contain the letter 'e' will be ignored. You and your classmates will talk about the weather in your area for five minutes total, after which your instructor will announce "STOP," and you will be allowed to use the letter 'e' again. 
Reflect on your conversation and discuss the following topics with your classmates: 
	In your new, 'e'-free environment, what adaptations to language did you and your classmates make? 

What things were more difficult to talk about, and why? 
If you were to live in a 'u'-free environment, what other letters might struggle and die out? 
Think about this experiment as a way to show how changes in environment force creatures (like you) to adapt and change. Now, think about squirrels. What might happen to them if all the oak trees (and therefore acorns) died out? What adaptations might they have to make to adjust to the acorn-free world? How might these changes affect their body structures? After 50,000 years of living in an acorn- free world, how might squirrels look? Why does this kind of evolutionary change take so long? 
Complete one of the following options below: 
Option 1: Participate in a synchronous seminar. 

Assignment 
A Borderless Society 
Impacts of a borderless society 
We live in a world where geographic boundaries cease to exist when it comes to goods, services, and even food. We think nothing of having freshly squeezed orange juice or kiwis for breakfast, even if we live in New York City with 10-inches of snow on the ground in the middle of January. We live in an age where everything and anything is available for consumption year-round at your local grocery store. However, this global market also comes with potentially major ecological and economic impacts (both positive and negative). For example, the coffee you drink may come from beans imported from Columbia, the sugar you use may come from India, or the steaks you sear on the grill may have come from Argentina. How much fuel was spent transporting these products across the ocean? Were any pesticides used? If so, was it done in a sustainable fashion? Were forests cleared to make room for grazing herds or larger agricultural fields? These are just a few of the many questions we should be asking ourselves. 
This is an article (short) from 2006 in Time magazine. It is called “Local Food Movement: The Lure of the 100-Mile Diet.” 
http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,1200783,00.html 
This is a much more in-depth look (14 page journal article) at the contrast between global and local food choices. We are reading 2 chapters already this week, so I’m not sure if this would be overload. It is a good article, but it is from 1996. 
http://www.cias.wisc.edu/wp-content/uploads/2008/07/comingin.pdf 
For this assignment, think about the impact that two (2) of your meals have on our world from an ecological and economic perspective. You can pick breakfast, lunch or dinner, and then answer the following questions. in 1,000-words, using APA style formatting, including all appropriate citations:
	List all of the components of two of your meals. Then, 
	Where did each component of your meal originate? List the country that each part of your meal came from. (i.e., Did that glass of red wine come from Australia? Is the cheese from France?) 

List where you purchased the products from. 
Consider the chain of events that took the product to get from the farm/laboratory to your table. 
	What are some of the benefits of a global market and why? List at least 2 benefits, weighing any short-term and long-term impacts.
What are some of the impacts of this global market and why? Considering both short-term and long-term impacts, provide at least 2 negative impacts.
Consider the phrase Think Globally, Act Locally. What does it mean to you?
Has your research on the global market changed the way you will choose goods in the future? Why or why not? 
This project should be a minimum of 1,000-words in APA style format. As always, be sure to provide appropriate citations, references, and links to any information you use in this paper. Be sure to also avoid copying and pasting large sections of text from any given source. For help with citations, refer to the APA Quick Reference. 




